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The reason 1 mention these cents per pane; (2) 70 cents per minutes more to install than ^ 
two are what they appear to be pane. regular pane, maybe, and cosy
the articles most often broken 1 find it hard to draw the re- $2 extra in what 1 presume j

tic liking to entertain ul know

foreign students on the hill and the hair comb and tooth-brush idle curiousity, and got the fol- “^jth a pnce after m- U«s to^ouve^e bud*, 

surely if they had wished to invite I received at last year’s Christmas lowing prices. stallation of $3.00. If that s hard P y g
anybody to their homes they wou- party on campus was a donation Regular - window glass (1) to follow, how a^,ul ^e ar|® A Jones
Id have done it without being from some charitable organiza- 44 cents per pane (2) 33 cents pane. It costs first 37 to 47 •
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to literally ask for invitations: (I had been led to believe that this Large - window glass (1) 91 should take » WHOLE 3 or 10 Harnson Mo se 

is it as bad as all that? I find# party had been thrown as a com-
the very notion not only most bined effort of the SRC and vari-
embarrassing but impossible to ous unions on the hill and so 1 i
digest. In any case, what is all gladly went along.) As it is, I am
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No basis for front page photothis passionate loneliness that sud
denly becomes unbearable at Chris- comb and brush that I did not 
tmas all about? And even if - need in the first place and a 
dramatization apart - this were Christmas gift that could have Dear Sir: 
so, why should grown men and been donated to a more deserving 
women ask others to bear the case. Well, i guess I just have to 
burden for them? swallow hard the guilt of being a

If foreign students want “life” mini-scale “welfare bum” - Lord under a picture on the front page 
at Christmas, then let us ask the forgive me! of the BRUNSWICKAN of Nov.
SRC to assist us with the neces- 23. goes beyond any editorial
sary funds, BUT let us do some- Mrs. Micere Mugo freedom allowed you unless you
thing about brightening up the PhD student, have an abysmal ignorance of
situation OURSELVES - not English Department, UNB biology and, as well, you are not
sit moaning and making ourselves eating.
pathetic objects for other people's Dear Sir: Before 1 set out my reasons
pity for the above statements, let me

I would like to make a slight say that I am not in favour of 
comment on the repair prices trophy hunting, nor do I condone 
quoted in the Residence Rap for the hunting of endangered species. 
November. The physical plant
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Any thinking person will real, 
ize that a deer strung up to cool, 
well cleaned and hung, is not 
disgusting, the only part which 
may be disgusting is that one ma 

is the basis for my statement that has gotten an unfair number ol 
you cannot eat if you are to use 
this argument.

As well, there is no scientific 
basis for your concern since any 
elementary course in Zoology will 
make it clear that man cannot 
now relinquish his role as the 
master predator without dire con
sequences on his economic and F. J. Hutcheson 
physical well-being. Deer are pro 
lific breeders and if their popula- Dear Sir: 
tion is not controlled (by man, 
since wolves are so scarce), they 
will overfeed their range and many shot in the New England States, 
will starve to death.

hunt and eat deer, since the deer 
is beautiful to you, 1 will then 
say a cow is beautfiul and so is 
every wheat plant, therefore, you 
cannot eat beef and wheat. This
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deer, but this problem is usually! 
well-regulated by the authorities,

I am in favour of free expres
sion of opinion, but such an ig-j 
norant suggestion from a suppose
dly educated person IS disgusting 
since it has no basis in fact.

May I say that I would person
ally find it most awkward if a 
strange voice suddenly called on
the phone inviting me to a Christ- . . , ... .. ,
mas dinner' I am very sceptical hsts **« Pnce of broken window deer hunting on a philosophical 
of these generous gestures that panes as follows: level, may I suggest that, since
suddenly turn up at given times Regular - $3.00 beauty is in the eye of the be-
of the year - mainly during some Large - $5.00- holder, and you claim 1 cannot

If you wish to argue against
In last week’s Bruns, you ran 

a picture of three deer carcasses
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COME & SEE OUR NEW SELECTION OF POSTERS, ENCHANTED 

CANDLES, CRESTED GIFT WARE & MANY OTHER CHRISTMAS 
ITEMS.
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